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Our human visual sense forms the most powerful human external sense which, for the vast majority, is the primary
way in which we assimilate information for understanding and knowledge. Human visualization is part of what
makes human-kind special from other species; and is part of what differentiates human intelligence from present
and future artificially intelligent systems. Effective visualizations and visual engagements are crucial across all
human endeavors; the benefits of which are well-known. However, typical visual presentations tend to be designed
for mass viewership, a one-size-fits-all approach. Yet, there is ample evidence that confirms human visual
processing has many uniquely individual aspects. This talk countenances Visualization Individualism, proposed
by d'Auriol, as a paradigm shift for future visualization designs wherein human visualization individuality is
modeled and blended mass viewership along with personalized visualizations are designed. Beyond the
obviousness of practical applications in visual engagements, the more serious issue arises: How can artificially
intelligent systems co-habit and co-exist with humans given the divergences of visual capacities? The second part
of this talk elaborates on such differences and countenances that artificially intelligent systems need to be made
aware of human species defining capacities: which specific in this work, refers to the incorporation of visualization
individualism models into the fundamental designs of artificial intelligent systems. This part of the talk
concentrates on presenting conceptual and logical arguments in support of R&D into visually-human salient
artificial intelligence. And while theoretical formulations based on d'Auriol's Engineering Insightful Serviceable
Model (2016, 2021) are presented, such theory in and of itself is not emphasized in this talk.
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